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Guidance to Educate Teenage 2nd Generation on Chapter 2 Issues Guidance from the Principle of
Creation (A)
Enlightenment of the Original Mind (Let's Do -)
Present the original relationship with the opposite sex, and how to live in the growth period in preparation
for happy marriage life, rather than emphasizing "never" or "No."
Guidance from the Fall (B)
Separation of the Fallen Nature (Don't Do -)
God gave a commandment to Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Parents need to awaken the 2nd
generation to the tragedy of "eating the fruit' and the "temptation of love."
Relationship with the Opposite Sex in Adolescence
Let's cultivate a heartistic relationship as brothers and sisters!
In the age of adolescence, attraction to the opposite sex begins to grow in order to complete future
conjugal love; meanwhile, emotion to the same sex grows. Before emphasizing separation from the
opposite sex, parents can make an atmosphere to raise a healthy feeling as brothers and sisters through the
community of the 2nd generation.
Never repeat the mistake of Adam and Eve!
The age of adolescence is the age when Adam and Eve fell; so the 2nd generation easily falls into the
same temptation as in the Garden of Eden. They should be taught about the motivation and process of the
fall, and the fall of Adam and Eve through a decrease in love and excessive desire before time is right.
Characteristic of Love with the Opposite Sex
Cultivate true love with the opposite sex!
It is better to show ideal conjugal love between parents rather than denying secular love with the opposite
sex. Parents can clarify that children should "nurture" their original love, and that the mistake of the fall is
to have a sexual relationship in their "immature period." Parents can encourage 2nd generation to raise
eternal and wholesome love rather than temporary and partial love.
Eliminate the false motivation in your mind!
The complete denial and excessive reaction against relationship with the opposite sex only creates a
choking atmosphere to children. Rather than this, parents can emphasize again and again that love is a
double-edged sword, and the cause of the fall was the misuse of love. Parents can teach the difference
between original love (unselfish) and false love (selfish), and then guide children to check their
motivation to eliminate false motivation.
Ideal Spouse and Purity
Keep your first love until meeting your spouse!
There is difficulty in controlling love. The purity education is passively the education of separation, but is
positively "to keep my first love cultivating my character before meeting the future spouse God is
preparing for me." Parents can educate that purity is the best present for the future spouse.
Don't make time and space to meet alone with the other sex.

It is wrong to think that just to associate is no problem. The power of love is stronger than that of the
principle, and once love is generated, there is nothing to control it.
Parents can clarify that they do not distrust children, but they want to make children pay attention to this
issue because of the power of love. Then parents can advise them not to make time and space to meet
alone with the other sex.
Interest in the Other Sex
Man
First become a man who can make woman happy!
Man has an original character to want to love woman or to be relied on by woman. Man has emotion to be
attracted to beauty or to love the object of beauty. Parents do not need to deny this character, but have to
educate that this character of man should be used for only one woman. Parents can encourage their sons
to become good adults.
Woman in the secular world is a "snake." Protect your eyes!
Man is inclined to be attracted to the beauty, and the stimulation comes from his eyes. So, man should
separate from sexual comics, magazines, TV, VTR, and games. Parents can explain about the Archangel's
emotion to Eve who was pure and immaculate and about Adam's immature emotion to Eve who had the
unknown world for men.
Woman
First, become a woman who can make man happy!
Woman has an original character to want to be loved by man and to become beautiful. Woman is
originally inclined to be emotionally dominated and easily stand in the position of object. Parents do not
need to deny that, but teach that character is created for the future husband. Parents can encourage their
daughters to become excellent.
Man in the secular world is a "wolf." Protect your emotion!
Woman is inclined to easily receive emotional domination, so woman has to be careful.
She has to keep a safe distance from man. Parents can explain that through emotion, Eve was dominated
by the Archangel (a reliable man; He seemed to be a "reliable man" in the eyes of Eve before the Fall.),
and that Eve was attracted by Adam (a pure-hearted man). Woman should separate from both tendencies.
Sexual Awakening and Desire
Man
Have something else you can put your heart and soul into!
When a son experiences nocturnal emissions and becomes worried about sexual issues, now is his father's
turn. His father can teach that this is not the fall, and sexual desire is given by God. At the same time, he
can guide his son to control it. Sexual desire can only be overcome by another type of desire, so his father
can advise his son to have something he can put his heart and soul into.
Fight with your sexual desire!
Sexual desire is natural, but to leave it as it is, is to be like an animal. Parents can teach that children can
show human dignity by dominating their sexual desire, and that children have to fight with their sexual
desire. Parents can teach their children to fight with their sexual desire coming from their inside thinking
of God and their future spouse.
Woman
Search for true beauty out of your character!
Awakening as a woman first appears as fashion, clothing, making up, etc. It is woman's original nature to
want to be beautiful. But, parents can teach children to have a "sense of beauty expressing each child's
character'' in order to cultivate the feeling of original beauty. It is the best that their mother can show them
a model, which is different from the secular sense of beauty.

Do not sell your beauty cheap!
Parents can advise their children to wear "ordinary" clothes until they meet their spouse in a near future so
that they can dress up best in front of their spouse. Moreover, parents can inform them of the secular view
of man toward woman, and guide children not to wear stimulating clothes so that children do not sell their
beauty cheap.
Prevention of Children from Starting to Associate with the Opposite Sex
Above all, do not make a distance between parents and children in heart!
The beginning of the fall is in "feeling as though receiving less love." Parents should be continuously
interested in their children, and make a family in which their children can freely talk and tell their worries
to their parents. Their confidence and pride as God's children is a strong shield to protect them from
temptation.
Make a realm of protection and watching!
The temptation of the love of the opposite sex might be more stimulating than the relationship with
patents. Parents should never feel relieved about this issue. Parents can make a realm of protection by
contacting other parents who have children of similar age. Friendship with the other 2nd generation plays
the role of helping and watching each other.
How to Cope with Children's Associating with the Opposite Sex
First accept them as they are!
To lose your composure as a parent has quite the opposite effect. Parents should always keep their
composure, and listen to their children's real intention and situation. Without this kind of tolerance,
children will keep it secret, and be distant from parents. Before admonishing them, parents should listen
to their children.
Parents should show their desperate attitude to protect children!
Showing tolerance to what children did, parents should urgently try to guide their children in cooperation
with other people in order not to make the situation more difficult. On the one hand, it is necessary to
have tolerance, but on the other, parents should show their children the seriousness of what they are
doing. Parents need to have an extremely serious attitude as parents.
How to Guide Children to the Blessing
Make children want to receive the blessing!
There is no happy marriage life centering on selfish desire. God is necessary as the axis for marriage. The
difference between blessing marriage and secular marriage is whether there is God's desire in the center
or not. Rather than forcing the blessing on children saying "There is no way except the blessing," parents
can guide children to think that the blessing is the starting point of making an ideal family, and lead them
to want to receive the blessing voluntarily.
Teach the importance of keeping pure blood lineage!
The blessing for the 1st generation means the change of blood lineage; meanwhile, the blessing for the
2nd generation means the succession of blood lineage. The blood lineage of the 2nd generation is the
fruits of devotion of True Parents and the 1st generation, and the blessing of the 2nd generation is the
succession of it to the next generation. If parents have an attitude to think blood lineage is important, their
children will inherit their parents' attitude.

